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for fully functional programs, its still best to use a more structured
language like visual basic for applications or visual c#. its important to
note, however, that existing scripts can be easily converted to these

languages. theres a downside to the drag-and-drop method of
development, however. you can only use mediator 9 for creating stand-
alone applications. it does not support web-based applications such as

those created in asp.net. although mediator has enough functionality to
ensure its a worthy purchase, it lacks the broad range of content that can
make the program unique. the html export is particularly poor and user-

friendly additions like an office-style ribbon gui are barely functional.
there are also no provision for high-resolution images in the ide and no
support for shader fx. there are numerous third party products that do a
similar job better. rhino makes its sandbox database support a form of

sandbox programming. this is also possible in mediator. despite the fact
that it supports both scripting and drag-and-drop development, it still

seems a bit limited and poorly implemented. the css support in rhino is
weak and as is the support for touch-based interfaces. expect to pay a lot
for these programs - on average around us$100. if youre willing to ditch
the mac and go linux, you can get free downloads of tusks and rhino and
mediator is available for free. on windows, you can download fireworks

cs5 or dax 2.2 which are both excellent programs.
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